
LG DRIVE
At its heart, LG Drive is an elegantly simple device, a 2-Stage Tube Saturation colorbox whose thick, 

creamy distortions are pulled straight from the AR-1 variable-mµ compressor. When those distortions are 
coupled with a simple but powerful set of filters, then blended with the unprocessed signal,, the result is 
a deceptively powerful tone-shaping tool that rivals (and often surpasses) eq with its ability to thicken 
and energize anemic drums, dramatically lift and level out dull, unruly vocals, add clarity and definition to 
murky bass, and fundamentally shift the tone and vibe of an entire mix.

LG Drive achieves dramatic shifts in tone with minimal objectionable artifacts through the use of gentle, 
cascading phase-coherent filters (not to be confused with phase-linear filters, which are generally unkind 
to low-frequency transients). Our custom filters can be made increasingly steep without invoking unwanted 
resonant bumps or intense phase cancellations at the cutoff points when blended in parallel. Use these 
custom Hi and Lo Cut filters in tandem with the Drive and Tone (tilting eq) controls to isolate the emotional 
heart of the sound, texturize it, and blend it with the unprocessed input to shape the resulting colorations. 
Or, simply leave the ancillary controls untouched and use nothing but Drive to infuse your tracks with the 
classy harmonic mojo of Lisson Grove’s tube and transformer circuits.

W E L C O M E  T O
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LG Drive’s Saturation has two modes, selected via 
the sat stages toggle below the Saturation meter: 1-stage, which miurrors 

the sound of the AR-1’s tube-and-transformer coloration; 
and 2-stage, where the saturated signal leaving stage 1 
is passed through a seconf (serial) stage, which tends 
to produce very complex harmonic distortions, and aggressively clipped 
transients. But those aggressive tendencies can be reigned in and tamed 

by judiciously dialing the input knob back — possibly way back — until a 
subtler effect emerges. With that kind of gain-staging, 2-stage can round out 

transients more firmly than 1-stage without flattening 
them completely, while producing a brigher, snappier 
distortion.

Allows you to fine tune the level of your input signal coming into the Saturator. 
LG Drive, like all analog gear of its ilk, has a nominal (i.e., ideal) input level labeled as 
0Vu, and LG Drive’ 0Vu is calibrated to -18dBFS. 

Adjusts the level of the unprocessed input signal being fed to the Saturator. 

The red needle reflects the Input, and responds to the level of 
the signal entering the plugin before it hits the ‘input 
level’ adjustment control, and does not change its 
behavior when adjusting the ‘input’ control. 

The Black needle is output, which reflects the 
actual output level of the plugin and therefore 
does change behavior as you adjust the output 

control, which allows for dead-simple i/o level matching and easier A/B Comparison.

Output gain adjusts the level of the signal as it leaves the plugin, 
after all processing has been applied to the signal.

THE SATURATION
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LG Drive’s Tone 
control shifts the vibe from dark 
to bright via a simple ‘tilting’ 
eq centerd at 632Hz. Flat at 
noon, turn the control counter-

clockwise for a darker, weightier sound,, or clockwise for 
a brighter, tighter shape.

The unassuming heart of 
LG Drive is the Mix knob. Use the 
EQ controls to dial in saturation 
and tone shift, then blend the wet 
into the dry until those choices 

merge seamlessly into your sound.

The usefulness of LG Drive’s Mix knob cannot be overstated. There are times when a straight pass thru 1 or 2 stages of 
Saturation at 100% Mix is what a sound needs, but a universe of effects and textures unfolds when you start making 
more complex choices with the Cut filters and the Mix knob. The use of subtle or aggressive filter settings can focus the 
Drive on the most interesting or desirable aspects of a sound; it may be an overwhelming on its own, but careful setting 
of the Mix knob lets you dial as much or as little of that texture as needed in the mix. Sometimes 10% or even 5% is all 
a sound needs to come alive.  Be bold, experiment, and explore what you can do to otherwise plain or ordinary sounds.

For maximum versatility, the Hi and Lo Cut filters 
on LG Drive are fully sweepable from 20-20000Hz, with an Off 
setting at the appropriate end of each control’s range (counter-
clockwise for Lo Cut, clockwise for Hi Cut).

LG Drive thrives on parallel processing, so we 
designed custom, cascading phase-coherent filters that can be set to any 
desired steepness (6, 12, or 18dB/oct) and blended with the unprocessed 
signal without unwanted comb filtering, nulls, or other unpleasant phase 
artifacts typically associated with traditional steep filters.

LG Drive’s Tone control shifts the vibe from dark to bright via a simple ‘tilting’ eq centered 
at 632Hz. Flat at noon, turn the control counter-clockwise for a darker, weightier sound, or clockwise for a brighter, 
tighter shape.

THE EQUALIZER
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BYPASS  Bypasses LG Drive (Surprise!)

PARAMETER DISPLAY (#)  Toggles LG Drive’s  parameter display on or  off .  ON shows the precise values 
of  each control  and al lows for  direct  input of  the values.  OFF removes the v isual  c lutter  and lets you mix 
with your ears instead of  your math ski l ls .

POLARITY  (ø )   Toggle this  switch to invert  the polar ity  (aka “f l ip  the phase”)  of  the LG Drive Output .

HELP  Press this  button to go direct ly  to this  manual  page at  thehouseofkush.com, where you can f ind l inks 
for  downloading updates,  contact ing support ,  and more!

LOW PASS FILTERING AT LOWER SAMPLE RATES  I t ’s  important to note that  whi le  the corner of 
the LPF is  the same at  a l l  session sample rates,  the s lope may by necessity be steeper when operat ing in 
sessions with lower sample rates (44.1k or  48k) .

I/O METERING These meters al low you to easi ly  identify  the smal lest  differences in  level  between your 
input and output s ignals ,  a l lowing for  level-matching and a/b comparison between the processed and 
bypassed signals . 

In  most everyday s ituat ions you’ l l  want to tr im the s ignal  before i t  h its  LG Drive such that  the ‘ Input ’ 
needle occasional ly  bumps up against  0Vu on the meter ,  and work from there.  After  that ,  i f  you’re gett ing 
too much Sat even at  low ‘Drive ’  levels? Turn the input down!  Not enough Sat ,  no matter  how you crank i t? 
Turn the Input up!

DSP / AUXILIARY CONTROLS

TIPS AND NOTES
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BANK  Banks are handy ways to organize groups of  presets into categories you create.  To select 
a bank,  c l ick direct ly  on the current bank name and a drop-down l ist  wi l l  appear .  Select  New to 
add a new bank to this  l ist .  Select  Rename to rename the current bank,  edit ing direct ly  on the 
name itself .  Select  Delete to delete the current bank.  WARNING delet ing a bank deletes ALL of  the 
presets within that  bank,  and cannot be undone.  A warning dialog wi l l  appear to conf irm you wish 
to do this ,  p lease choose careful ly !

PRESET A preset stores the state of  every knob and switch on the main GUI ,  as wel l  as the state 
of  the Sidechain select ,  Polar ity  switch,  and detector L ink.  Use this  to save and recal l  your favorite 
sett ings,  trade sett ings with other LG Drive users ,  and import  new banks from UBK whenever he 
can remember to do such things.
To select  a preset ,  c l ick direct ly  on the current preset  name and a drop-down l ist  wi l l  appear . 
Select  Save As to create a new preset in  the current bank.  Select  Save to overwrite the current 
preset .

STATUS LED  This l ight  indicates whether the current state of  LG Drive’s  controls  is  identical 
to the sett ings in  the current ly  act ive preset .  Green indicates that  the LG Drive’s  sett ings and the 
preset  are identical ,  Red indicates that  controls  have been changed since the preset  was loaded. 
WARNING If  you load a different preset  when the Status LED is  Red,  you wi l l  lose the changes 
you’ve made to the current preset .

PRESET MANAGEMENT TIP   I t ’ s  common  prac t i ce  to  o rgan i ze  p rese ts  by  I ns t rument  t ype , 
such  as  Drums ,  Gu i ta rs ,  M ix  Bus .  But  cons ider  o rgan i z ing  some  by  tone ,  a t t i tude ,  o r  theme . 
Th i s  a l l ows  you  to  exp lo re  tex tu res  regard less  o f  what  i ns t rument  you ’ re  focus ing  on ,  and  can 
p romote  a  d i ff e ren t  s ta te  o f  m ind  when  mix ing ,  name ly  one  that  th inks  i n  te rms  o f  co lo r  and 
persona l i t y ,  ra ther  than  i ns t rument -spec i fc  parad igms  a lone .

PRESET MANAGEMENT

 BANK  PRESET STATUS LED
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WHAT’S NEXT?

GOT QUESTIONS?
We’ve got answers!  Head to www.thehouseofkush.com/support  for  a l l  your plugin support  needs.

Ready to pul l  the tr igger on some of  Kush’s  Analog options? Head to www.thehouseofkush.com/analog to 
read up on al l  the latest  Kush has to offer .  Watch videos,  hear demos,  and drool  over the fantast ic  warmth and 
detai l  only Analog can br ing to your sound. 

INTO ANALOG?

AND DON’T FORGET TO CHECK OUT 

KUSH AFTER HOURS 
AT

YOUTUBE.COM/THEHOUSEOFKUSHTV

http://www.thehouseofkush.com/support
http://www.thehouseofkush.com/dealers

